On the Internet, everyone is a critic-a Yelp-fueled takedown artist, an Amazon scholar, a cheerleader empowered by social media to Like and to Share. Th e infl ated, always suspect authority of ink-stained wretches like me has been leveled by digital anarchy. Who needs a cranky nag when you have a friendly algorithm telling you, based on your previous purchases, that there is something You May Also Like, and legions of Facebook friends affi rming the wisdom of your choice?
Scott's tongue-in-cheek pronouncement of the "all-powerful" critic's end of days is, by now, accepted as fact. Recent writing on theatre criticism-as evidenced in the pages of this issue of Canadian Th eatre Review -has focused on how the unbridled growth of the blogosphere and the concurrent erosion of print media have unsettled the authority of traditional pundits and tastemakers and dispersed their power to the masses. Th e pros and cons of this changing state of theatre criticism have been much debated by artists, critics, audiences, and scholars. Some decry the dystopia of a world without experts to facilitate our appreciation and understanding of art; others declare "good riddance!" to the old guard and celebrate the proliferation of new critical voices online. Many, like Karen Fricker and myself, co-editors of this issue of CTR , fall in between these two poles, asking how criticism can evolve and diversify, and what roles it might play in this shifting landscape in order to survive.
But concerns surrounding the uncertain future of theatre criticism are not new. Th e last issue of CTR dedicated to theatre criticism was published in 1988. Edited by Robert Wallace, who, two years later, authored what remains one of the only scholarly monographs on theatre criticism in Canada, 1 CTR 57 confronted the "serious" and "complex" problems aff ecting critical practice at the time (Wallace, "Critical Practice") . In his introduction to the issue, Wallace writes, "Th e current devaluation of theatre criticism by the Canadian media establishment is possible in a climate that simultaneously marginalizes cultural production as an elitist activity and necessitates that it prove itself in the commercial marketplace." Among the articles included in CTR 57 is a short piece by Aline Gélinas, a freelance writer who had been let go by La Presse the previous year. Gélinas describes the shrinking space devoted to dance and theatre reviews in the Montreal paper in the 1980s and her eventual termination because her editors felt her column was "'written too much for experts'" rather than "'accessible' to a 'popular' audience" (22) . In an open letter she wrote to La Presse , translated and reprinted alongside her article, she warns of the consequences of the dearth of informed criticism in Quebec for its burgeoning performing arts scene, concluding, "Th ese deficiencies, I fear, will vitiate the force of our artists: their works will be born into an uninformed world and their social and spiritual functions will go largely unappreciated. We shall all be impoverished" (23).
Nearly thirty years later, Wallace's and Gélinas's accounts of the devaluation of criticism continue to resonate, as Canada grapples with the aftermath of the Harper government's cuts to arts and culture, and as neo-liberal values such as competition and privatization impact working conditions for artists and critics alike. As the regional reports commissioned for the present issue demonstrate, decreased space for arts coverage in mainstream media outlets; the replacement of expert criticism with short features, roundups, listings, and interviews; and the elimination of reviewers' positions altogether are realities from coast to coast. If, at its best, criticism should nurture art-an ideal noted by several contributors to the "Artists on Critics" section in this issue-then its disappearance should be of major concern.
However, while criticism is disappearing from the pages of our newspapers, its reappearance in new and innovative forms online might off er some consolation for those mourning its death. Like Scott, theatre scholar and critic Jill Dolan fi nds hope in the possibilities off ered by the blogosphere to facilitate more accessible, active, and engaged conversations about art. Referring to online commentators as "citizen critics" in the introduction to her 2013 book Th e Feminist Spectator in Action: Feminist Criticism for the Stage and Screen , Dolan predicts that this group "will become
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While criticism is disappearing from the pages of our newspapers, its reappearance in new and innovative forms online might offer some consolation for those mourning its death. more and more infl uential to arts production, as people circumvent conventionally authorized commentators to make their own decisions based on their own criteria for what constitutes useful and pleasurable cultural consumption" (12). In Canada, as in the American context in which Scott and Dolan are writing, citizen critics have challenged traditional notions of expertise and deeply entrenched assumptions about artistic merit-qualities that Nikki Shaff eeullah, in her contribution here, problematizes as the major shortcomings of mainstream theatre criticism. She writes:
When I think about the business of theatre reviews (which is not often), I think of the very limited roles at media outlets that are given to people with considerable privilege, who occupy those roles for a very long time, and whose reviews are restricted by internally and externally imposed parameters that sometimes manifest as low tolerance for artistic risk and cultural diff erence.
Like countless others, Shaff eeullah turns to social media for her theatre recommendations; indeed, her vision of "socially engaged, culturally responsive, and inclusive theatre criticism" is modelled online in various forms. Th e recent Facebook Relay Interview, featured in the CTR 168 slideshow and discussed by Laura Levin and Melissa Poll in their articles, is one such example. Initiated by artist Erin Brubacher to foster discussion about issues of equity and diversity in theatre, the relay invited participants to tag another participant and direct a question to them; the respondent would then answer and tag someone else, posing a new question. Th e resulting commentary, which involved 344 members, not only generated important conversations about the current state of Canadian theatre and built community among participants and observers but also, as Levin suggests, "toppl[ed] hierarchies of critical mattering in theatre." Social media, Levin argues, "helps re-frame criticism as a dialogue between peers (not the one-sided holding forth of an illustrious expert) and off ers the possibility for the assessed to respond (sometimes almost instantly) to their privileged assessors." While online interaction like the Facebook Relay Interview is just beginning to be theorized, 2 in a landscape where citizen critics coexist with professional critics, its strengths might be seen to compensate for the latter's weaknesses.
Indeed, this issue of CTR contains many exciting examples of how citizen critics are speaking back to traditional criticism and engaging in unmediated dialogue with the artworks they encounter. Drunk Feminist Films, a fi lm screening series documented in Kristen Cochrane's article, began as a feminist drinking game among friends, recorded and posted on YouTube , and grew, through "likes" and "shares," to a live event hosted at diff erent cinemas across Ontario. Using a model that Cochrane classifi es as "perverse spectatorship," Drunk Feminist Films invites audiences to simultaneously celebrate and critique fi lms deemed to be female-oriented and, by association, lowbrow. Th e event's intersectional feminist analysis-both shouted and tweeted in response to the action onscreen-legitimizes "chick fl icks" as texts worthy of analysis and sources of pleasure at the same time as it challenges popular understandings of critical authority and who can assert it.
Embedded criticism, a model explored by Karen Fricker in her contribution to the issue, is also pushing the boundaries of traditional criticism. Defi ned by Fricker as "observing productions in rehearsal and writing about this experience, usually on a personal or group blog site," this model has been adopted by professional theatres and critics as well as post-secondary institutions and students, in Canada and internationally. Th ough the history of embedded criticism can be traced back to Gotthold Ephraim Lessing's work at the Hamburg National Th eatre in the eighteenth century, the blogosphere has facilitated its notable growth in recent years. Putting critics and artists in conversation with one another has many benefi ts, as Fricker outlines in her article, among them "helping raise mutual awareness and understanding of what artists and critics do, and along the way providing valuable public education about how theatre happens."
Increasing mutual awareness and understanding is crucial if we are to overcome the deep-seated tensions that exist between artists and critics-tensions expressed by various contributors to the "Artists on Critics" section here. Returning to Scott's pronouncement on the future of theatre criticism, quoted earlier, if in the digital age "everyone is a critic," then perhaps we should start viewing artistic work through that lens as well. For example, through her satirical I Really, Really Mean Something: Ten MicroPlays about Th eatre , commissioned for this issue, Rosamund Small off ers some criticisms of the Canadian theatre industry, from the importance placed on physical appearance to the ways women are represented onstage. Her plays also expose the diff erent forms criticism can take, such as the heated debates that proliferate between artists online (see her micro-play "Did You Read the Th ing on Facebook ?") or the in-house criticism off ered by assistant directors during rehearsal … even when their advice is (catastrophically) ignored (see her micro-play "Asking Matilda to Dance," parts 1-6). Small's use of these short plays as criticism is signifi cant: as an emerging theatre artist who has come up in the era of social media, Small belongs to a generation that is eschewing the labels and boundaries traditionally affi xed to art and criticism, and using online platforms to engage in conversation and collaboration with diff erent stakeholders-practitioners, reviewers, scholars, audiences, and those who straddle multiple categories. Th e Facebook Relay Interview is, again, a striking example of this, and Small's participation in it is featured in the online slide show created for this issue. As the blogosphere helps to dissolve boundaries between artists and critics, perhaps in the future the two might exist "in a relationship of love and complicity," to quote Brigitte Haentjens in this issue, rather than in a relationship of neuroticism and fear, as Brendan Healy and Naomi Skwarna respectively characterize it.
While the openness of the blogosphere (for anyone with access to a computer and basic technological literacy) has had an undeniably positive impact on making critical conversations more inclusive and diverse, it cannot be assumed that the blogosphere ctr 168 fall 2016
Critical Futures | FEATURES Education also plays a role in imagining a more equitable and sustainable future for theatre criticism. Carly Maga's contribution to this volume assembles refl ections from university instructors across the country who are incorporating theatre criticism into their curricula in order to support the evolution of the fi eld and nurture a new generation, whose critical literacy promises to benefi t them and their work in the theatre industry regardless of the role they play within it. As many of the contributors to Maga's article point out, thoughtful criticism produced according to professional and is a democratic, discrimination-free zone. One need only consider the many trolls lurking in online commentary, the recent Gamergate, or the racialized targeting of Ghostbusters star Leslie Jones on Twitter for evidence that this is not the case. 3 In the blogosphere, as in print media, power still resides with the privileged few. Th ough there has yet to be a comprehensive study of the demographics of the Canadian theatre blogosphere-and this would be challenging but valuable research-the regional reports commissioned for CTR 168 provide some (unscientifi c) evidence of the hierarchies that structure critical discourse across media. What they show us, as Melissa Poll puts it here, is that, "[i]n print, criticism is largely the domain of white males," with some notable exceptions, including Karen Fricker, my co-editor for this issue, and Carly Maga, an issue contributor, who were hired by the Toronto Star earlier this year (and the feminists, myself included, rejoiced!). Women are well represented on the blogosphere from coast to coast, with writers like Fannina Waubert de Puiseau and Amanda Campbell authoring their own blogs, Megan Mooney running a popular group-authored site, and many others contributing reviews regularly to blogs and online newspapers and magazines. While it is diffi cult and problematic to assess cultural diversity from bylines, anecdotal evidence suggests that the blogosphere is more diverse than print media, though representation is not equitable in either medium. As Poll points out, bloggers are less likely to be paid for their work, receive complimentary tickets to attend shows, be admitted to professional critics' associations, and have their work taken seriously. Poll concludes her article by asking some tough questions of the critical establishment. She writes, "Th e way to challenge these disparities [between critics writing in diff erent media] involves speaking up about how the relevant institutions and infrastructures defi ning criticism are out of sync with contemporary Canadian society, and being active in making individual changes." ethical standards in universities can help fi ll a void of critical discourse in small communities and diversify critical discourse in larger ones. Maga concludes that the proliferation of university-affi liated review websites exemplifi es "how academia is harnessing the power of accessible self-publishing platforms to further critical artistic discourse, and is helping bolster the Canadian theatre blogosphere with more intellectual rigour and stylistic innovation." In the theatre criticism courses I have taught, I am always blown away by how my students, hipper and more technologically savvy than I, are experimenting with the form and using new media to innovate how we talk about theatre. Th ey make tweet seats 4 seem like old news as they dabble in platforms like Instagram , Snapchat , and Periscope to imagine more visual and interactive forms of criticism.
Karen and I struggled to select a cover photo for this issue of CTR , as theatre criticism is not a topic that conjures many images aside from words on a page or screen. Moreover, we wondered how a single image could capture what we see as an increasingly plural, collaborative, and diverse practice. With that in mind, we settled on a photo of Brock University student Sarah Bradford, taken as she participated in a workshop on documenting immersive and participatory theatre with DopoLavoro Teatrale in Karen's theatre criticism course. Sarah is also a featured writer and editor of DARTcritics , a site Karen founded as a platform for the excellent criticism about theatre in the Niagara region generated by Brock drama students. We see this image as alluding to many of the issues explored in CTR 168: from the use of digital technology in criticism, to the reviewer's role in the creative process, to the promise of a new generation that is eager to fi nd fresh ways to make and talk about theatre. While the future of criticism is-and perhaps always has been-an uncertain one, we hope that this volume of CTR will provide some insights into the exciting possibilities that it holds.
Notes

1
It is only since the 1990s that "theatre reviews began to be analyzed in a concerted, cross-Canadian manner by cultural historians" (Wagner 15 
